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maps from Surfaces into Spheres 
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In this paper we prove that there is no unaccounted energy loss for 
blow-ups of solutions of the heat equation for harmonic maps from 
surfaces into spheres. Any energy drop corresponds precisely to 
the production of bubbles, that is, nontrivial harmonic maps from 
2-sphere into the target 

1. Introduction. 

In this paper we shall study the local behavior of solutions of the heat 
equation for harmonic maps from surfaces into spheres near singular points. 
About ten years ago, Michael Struwe [17] proved that global solutions of 
the heat equation for harmonic maps from surfaces exist and are regular ex- 
cept possibly at finitely many isolated points. Recently K.C.Chang, W.Ding 
and R.Ye [6] showed that these singular points indeed exist in some cases. 
Naturally then, one would like to know what happens to the solutions near 
these singular points. In fact, to get a complete description of the set of 
harmonic maps by Morse theory it might be helpful to know the local be- 
havior of the solutions near singular points, since the solutions of the heat 
equation for harmonic maps can be naturally interpreted as the trajectories 
of gradient-like vector fields with respect to the energy functional. 

For simplicity, we assume that the domain is just i?2. The heat equation 
for harmonic maps is as follows: 

,     v f dtu = Au + A(u)(Vu, Vu)   in R2 

\ u(x,0) =uo(x), 

where A(-)(', •) is the second fundamental form of the target manifold N in 
some Rk, and UQ is a map in Wll2(R2, N) with finite energy. By Struwe's re- 
sults [17] we know, for any UQ with finite energy, there exists a global solution 

1Part of this paper was done when the author was supported by NSF grant DMS 
9304580. 
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for (1.1) which is regular except at finitely many points {(XJ,TJ)} •_1 = S. 

Let T be any one of {Tj}.v and let u(x, T) be a weak limit of the solution 
u(x, t) as t —> T. Then we have 

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that N is a sphere and u(x,t) is a solution of (1). 
Furthermore, assume that (XQ,T) G S. Then there exist finitely many, non- 
constant, harmonic maps {^j^i from S2 into N such that 

(1.2) lim /    \Vu\2{.,t)dx= [   \Vu(',T)\2dx + y^E(ujk), 
k=l 

for any disk BR = BR(XO) with B2R(XO) f]{x ^ XQ : (x, T) e S} = $. More- 
over, for some sequence {ti} with limj^oo ti = T there exist 
(a) sequences {a}} , {a2} , • • ■ {a^} in R2 with lim^oo a^ = XQ for 1 < k < p, 
and 
(b) sequences {A|} , {X2} , • • • {A^}, Af positive for 1 < k < p and any i, and 
limj-^oo Af = 0 for 1 < k < p, satisfying, for j ^ k, 

(1.3) % + 4 + ^M- -» oo, as i -> oo, 
A^      A* A*^ 

and 
v k 

(1.4) u(x,U) - J2(uk(^^)-uk(oo)) -> 11(0;,T) 
k=i Ai 

strongly in W1
>
2
(BR, Rk), where ^(oo) is the image ofuk at North pole of 

S2. 

Remark 1. (1.2) implies there is no unaccounted energy loss. In other 
words, the necks connecting bubbles hardly contribute any energy. In fact, 
this point is one of the main difficulties in the proof. Jost, in the book [11], 
has proved a similar result for certain min-max values. 

Remark 2. (1.4) is only proved for certain sequence {U}, since we do not 
know whether this configuration of bubbles is unique or not when the se- 
quence varies: This is a very interesting and challenging open problem. 

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is indirect. Our strategy is to grab all bubbles in 
one time. Then by appropriate scaling, turn the problem into that of blow- 
ups of a Palais-Smale sequence. For this purpose we prove the following 
proposition, which may be considered as an improvement of Proposition 5.1 
in [17]. 
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Proposition 1.2. Suppose that un G VF1'2(i?2,5'Ar) with E(un) < C, and 
that E'(un) -> 0 in ^(E2,^41). Then there may exist 
(a) sequences {a^} , {^} , • • • {an} in R2 with lim^-^oo a^ = xk for 1 < k < p, 
and 
(b) sequences {A^} , {A2 } , • • • {A^} with A^ positive for 1 < k < p any n, 
and limn-KX) A^ = 0 for any 1 < k < p, satisfying, for j ^ k, 

\k       \3       \nk _ J |2 
/+   ^\ ^TJ ^n ItLn tLn] 
(L5) TJ+Afc+    \kV      ^°o, asn^oo, 

and 
(c) a harmonic map OJQ from S2 into SN and a sequence of non-constant 
harmonic maps {^fc}^=1 from S2 into SN with the properties 

P k 

(1.6) ^n(^) - 22(Uk{      ,k 
n) - Uk(oo)) -> UJo(x), 

k=l n 

strongly in W^{R2,RK+l) therefore 

(1.7) 

lim   /     |Vun\2dx = /     |VuJo\2dx + V" E(uk) for any K < oo. 
^^JEK JBK r-f k=l 

Remark 3. Possible bubbles drifting to infinity indeed could happen here 
as noticed by a referee. But Theorem 1.1 only concerns the local behavior 
of the solution of heat equation near a given singular point. 

Note. In this paper, to simplify the exposition, we make no effort to distin- 
guish sequences and subsequences: that is, we will often replace sequences 
with their subsequences and use the same indices. 

Our proof of Proposition 1.2 is based on energy estimates over the necks 
connecting bubbles, together with a procedure for analyzing blow-ups which 
is similar to one used by Brezis and Coron in [4]. 

The author would like to thank professors Alice Chang and S.Y. Cheng 
for their constant encouragement and help. Moreover, the author is very 
grateful to Professors Michael Struwe and Paul Yang for many interesting 
conversations and their interests in this work. Also the author would like 
to thank Professor Itai Shafrir for pointing out some mistake in a previous 
version of this paper. And the author would like to thank Dr. Kevin Oden 
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for his help in improving the writing of this paper. At last, but certainly not 
least, the author would like to express his heartful thanks to referees. With- 
out their helpful suggestions we would not have this paper in the present 
form. 

2. Solutions of Heat Equations. 

In this section we shall study the local behavior of solutions of the heat 
equation for harmonic maps from surfaces near their singular points. First 
we will use the local energy comparison lemma from Struwe's paper [17] to 
prove the following: 

Proposition 2.1. Suppose that u is a solution of (1.1), and that (xo,T) 
and BR axe given as in the statement of Theorem 1.1. 

Tien lim^T JB   |Vzx|2(-,t)da; exists. 

Proof.   Suppose that 

(2.1) 

limsup f   |Vu|2(-,i)= lim  /   |V«|2(-,ii) = M+ f   \Vu\2(;T), 
«->T    JBR ti^TJBR JBR 

and 

(2.2) 

liminf f   \Vu\2(;t)= lim   f   \Vu\2{;si)±=m+ [   |Vu|2(-,T). 
'->T   JBR si^TJBR JBR 

Then to prove this proposition we only need to prove m = M. Take Xj = ^R. 
Since u(x,t) ->■ u(x,T) strongly in C°° on any compact subset of BR\ {XQ}) 

as t -»• T (see Struwe's [17]), for each j there exist ij such that 

(2.3) 

/ HVuM,)!2 - |Vu(-,T)|2|<£r < i / \Vu(;T)\2dx, 
JBR\BXJ(XO) *JBXj(x0) 

and by (2.1), 

(2.4)     f   IVu^t^dx- f   \Vu(;T)\2dx 
JBR JBR 

>M-U \Vu(;T)\2dx. 
*  JBi.fxn) fBXj(xo) 
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Therefore we have 

(2.5) f IVuMjOpds^M, 

where tj = t^.. Assume that, 

Sj < tj < Sj+i < tj+i, 

by taking subsequences from {tj} and {SJ} if necessary. For any 6 > 0, by 
Lemma 3.6 in [17], we get 

(2.6) 

/        |VM.,5j)|
2<*r> f iv^ttfdx-p^Eiuo). 

JBS(XO) JBX.(X0) {p-Ajr 

This implies 

(2.7) lim  /   |V^|2(.,5i) = 

= limJ [ |Vu(.,5j-)|2+/        |V<,5j)|
2l 

Sj^T [JBR\Bs(xo) JBS(XO) J 

>M+ [ \Vu(;T)\2dx. 
JBR\B6(xo) 

Taking S -» 0, we can conclude that m = M, which completes the proof. 
To prove Theorem 1.1, we will choose the scaling as Xj defined in the above 
proof, and an appropriate time sequences to convert the problem into that 
of blow-ups of a Palais-Smale sequence. We then apply Proposition 1.2. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Proposition 2.1, we know there exists a number 
L such that 

(2.8) lim/    \Vu\2(;t) = L+ f   \Vu\2(;T), 
^TJBR JBR 

for BR given as in the statement of Theorem 1.1. Moreover, in the light of 
(2.5) there axe sequences Xj —> 0, tj —> T such that 

(2.9) f \Vu(;tj)\2dx>L. 
JBxjixo) 
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Now we do the scaling procedure by setting 

Vj(x,t) = u(XjX + #0, — Xjt + tj). 

First of all, 

(2.10) E{vj(;t)) =E(u{.,-\2
jt + tj)) < E(uo), 

for any t < -A. Secondly, 

(2.11) /   f Idtv^dxdt = [J       [  \dtu\2dxdt->0, 
Jo  Jn Jtj-xp Jsij 

as j -» oo for any given positive number 5, where Q is any bounded domain 
in R2 and ttj = \j£l + XQ. Because one has 

/, 12x J? /BR Ifttil^dnft + JJ | /Bje |Vu|V<te eft 

using 9t^02 as a testing function for equation (1.1), where (f> G CQ
0
(BR)J (j) = 

1 in BR (see the proof of Lemma 3.6 in Struwe's paper [17]). Therefore 
2 

(2.13) / 2 /   \dtu\2dxdt 
Jti  JBR 

<[   IVufi-^dx- !   \Vu\\;t2)dx + Ct^^ 
JBR JBR x 

<C sup  / \Vu\2(-,t)dx+ j     \Vu\2(;ti)dx 
[tut2]JBR\BR JBR 

T 1 

Thus (2.11) is proved. Then for some number TJ € (0, S) we have 

(2.14) E(VJ) < C, and   / \dtVj\2dx -> 0, as j -> oo, 

where t?j(x) = VJ(X,TJ). Now on one hand, for any positive number if, 

(2.15) /    iVvtfdx -  /*       |Vu(-, -XJTj + ^)|2da;. 
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Applying Lemma 3.6 in [17] again, we have, 

(2.16)     f      |Vti(-, -AJTJ- + tjtfdx 

> 
JBX. 

dx 
CTj 

(K - 1)2 E(uo). 

Therefore, 

(2.17) 
JBK 

2dx> L 
cS 

E(uo). 
>BK (K -1)2 

On the other hand, for any positive small number 5, 

(2.18) /      \Vvj\
2dx= f   |Vti(-,-Afo+tj)l2<k' 

JB * JBs £ 
By the Proposition 2.1 we have, 

(2.19) 

lim   /   |Vu(-,-A?r7+t7)|
2^ = L+ /    \Vu(;T)\2dx. 

3-><X>JBS JBS 

Thus 

lim   lim   /     \Vvj\2dx = L. 
K^ooj^ooJB 

(2.20) 

By the homogeneity of the scaling and (2.12), we can conclude that {VJ(X)} 

is a Palais-Smale sequence to which we can apply Proposition 1.2. The only 
thing left is the convergence (1.4). In view of Proposition 1.2 we define 

(2.21) 
P        x-ak- 

fj(x) = uoix) + ^{oJki    . fc 
J ) - w*(oo)), 

fc=i AJ 

which has the property: Vj(x) — fj(x) strongly converges to zero in W^ (R2, 
RK+l). So we have, for any given K large epough, 

(2.22) 

Ii BR Vti(a:,*i-)-V/j 
fx-XQ\ 

V    \i    ) 
dx = IB R lv^ - v/il2^ 

= IB^\BK |V«i - V/jfdar + JBK \VVJ - Vftfdx 

3 = IB R \BK l^vj - Vftfdx + o(l), 
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where 

(2.23)     / lV^-V/,12^ 
JBR\BK 

= / \Vvj\
2dx+ ( \Vfj\

2dx-2 ( VVJ - Vfjdx 
JB R \BK JB R \BK JB R \BK 

*! ^7 ^7 

= / iVufi-.-XJTj+t^dx 
JBn\B\.if 'BR\BXJK 

+ [ \Vfj\2dx -2 f VVJ • Vfjdx. 
JB R \BK JB R \BK 

Aj Aj 

By the definition of Xj in (16), it is easily seen that 

(2.24) 

f \Vu\2{;-\2
jTj + tj)dx = o(l)+ f   |Vi/|2(-,T)da;, 

JBR\BX.K JBR 

also, 

IB R \BK |V/jf da; = o(l) as K -> oo 

IBR\BK 
Vui • Vfjdx = 0(1)' a8 K -> o0 

since fj is a combination of the standard bubbles centered at given points 
{xk}. Therefore 

(2.26) 

Urn  f   \vu(x, -A?TJ + U) - Vfj (^^ )    dx= f   |Vd2(-,T)da;. 
J->°°JBR\ \   AJ    J JBR 

On the other hand, again by the special form of fj, we have 

(2.27)   ufatj) - (jj (£^) " ^o(oo)) - u^.r) 

as j -»• oo in Wh2(BR,RK+1). 

Therefore we have the convergence (1.4). This finishes the proof of Theorem 
1.1. 
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3. Proof of Proposition 1.2. 

In this section we shall discuss the behavior of Palais-Smale sequences 
and prove Proposition 1.2. We all know that the deep regularity theory 
of minimizing harmonic maps due to Rick Schoen and Karen Uhlenbeck 
[14, 15] has had profound influences not only in the field of geometric analy- 
sis but also in the field of nonlinear partial differential equations. It also has 
been noticed that the recent works of Frederic Helein [10], Fabric Bethuel [1] 
and C.L.Evans [9] on the regularity of stationary harmonic maps captured 
important features of certain nonlinear differential equations by introduc- 
ing Hardy space and Fefferman-Stein's duality theorem of BMO spaces and 
Hardy spaces to the nonlinear analysis. Helein first observed the special 
form of the equation for harmonic maps into spheres, though Yunmei Chen 
[8] and J. Shatah [16] seem to have been the first to deduce useful analytic 
consequences from this observation for weakly harmonic maps. We shall 
use the special form of the equation for harmonic maps into spheres in the 
proof of our key lemma in this section. Now let us state a lemma about 
e-compactness for a special kind of Palais-Smale sequences, whose proof is 
very standard in the light of Helein [10] and Qing [12]. 

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that N is a compact manifold. And suppose that 
unew^iR2^) With 

(3.1) -Aun = A(un){Vun, Vun) + hn 

where hn goes to zero in lJfoc(R
2,Rk), and that un —^ u in W1,2(R2jRk)J 

E(un) < C. Then u is a harmonic map. And, there exists an eo, un strongly 
converges to u in W1,2(B^, Rk) for any r < R provided that JB   \Vun\2dx < 

Remark 4. About the harmonicity of the weak limit, in [2] Bethuel recently 
proved that a weak limit of any Palais-Smale sequence is still harmonic when 
the target is a general compact manifold. 

Proof. First let us assume that iV has a global orthonormal frame on it 
without loss of any generality. Otherwise we extend the metric of N to 
the tubular neighborhood N of iV in RK so that iV is a totally geodesic 
submanifold of N (see [10]), and we replace N by N if it is necessary. Note 
that the equation (3.1) stays the same since the image of un lies in N. Then 
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using the same notation in [12] (see Lemma 3 in [12]), there exists an eo 
such that 

(3.2) 5 (M« (^ - V^l^yj = (Kej) mnc R2, 

where {ei} is a global orthonormal frame on N (we ignore the index n here 
for a moment without confusion), and, as stated in Lemma 3 in [12], the 
norms of the metrix (M^) and its inverse are bounded in ft by a universal 
constant (independent on n) provided that /^ |Vu\2dx < EQ. SO by standard 
elliptic estimates and Sobolev Embedding Theorem we have e-compactness 
since ||(/i, ej)||jr,2 < ||/i||L2- Then, this lemma follows from the standard 
argument due to Sacks and Uhlenbeck [13]. So the proof is complete. 

Next, we will state and prove a lemma which will be used to estimate 
the energy over the necks connecting bubbles. Let $7 = Bii\Br with 0 < 
r <R< 1. 

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that u G W1
>
1
(BR, S

K
) with Jn \Vu\2dx < e satisfies 

(3.3) An = u\Vu\2 + h in BR, 

where ||/i||L2(£fl) < e. Assume that v is given as follows 

(3.4) f At, = 0 in ft 
I v\dn = um 

Then there exists an £o such that 

(3.5) / |Vu\2dx < C [ \Vv\2dx + C \\h\\L2{BR), 
Jn Jn 

provided that e < £Q, where C and SQ are constants independent on Q,. 

Proof.   By the assumptions we have 

-A(u-v)k=   E<>a{(«fc«L-«'u*R} + /»fc 

(3-6) =   El.oi^L-«'«*) (u'-t^Ja} 

+ £i>a{(«*«L-«l«£K} + **- 
Using the special algebraic structure we let Akl = (^Ui —ulu\,ukul2 — ulih2)' 
Then divA^' = ulhk - ukhl. Suppose we have c/J*1 satisfying 

(3-7) s  Aki 
-A<f>kl = ukhl-ulhk  inBR 

<t>kl\BR = 0. 
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Then we have div(Akl — V<j)kl) = 0 in BR.  Next we rewrite the equation 
(3.6) into 

(3.8) 
-A(n - v)k = Y,i(Akl - V0fc/)V(« - v)1 

+ div (Ei V(l)kl(u - v)1) - Y,i A^'fu - v)1 

+ Y,iAkl-Vvl + hk. 

Now let wi satisfy 

(3-9) \ii*|*i = 0, 

and let ^2 satisfy 

f -A«;2
fc = div (E, V^'(u - v)1)    in tl 

' \ w^ldn = 0. 

To estimate wi, we notice that div(ylfe' — V<fikl) = 0 in BR. By Theorem 1.2 
in [3] (see also [7] of S.Chanillo and Yanyan Li) we have 

(3.11) 

llVwiH^n) < CY,\\Akl - V<^||L2(n)||V(u - vYWvw, 
k,l 

where C is independent of Q,. The key point here is that, by the fact that 
BR is simply connected, we can rewrite the equation into a form to which 
Theorem 1.2 in [3] can be applied. And to estimate ^2, we simply multiply 
two sides of the equation (3.10) by W2 and integrate over fi 

IIVHIL^) <  £fcll£/V^'(«-t;)'||L2(I» 
(3.12) <    \\V4>\\L*{BR)\\u-v\\Li{n) 
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where again C is independent of fi. Now we multiply the equation (3.8) by 
u — v and integrate over ft. We get 

(3.13) 

f |V(ii - v)\2dx = ]£ | / (~Ati;f)(ti - T;)fcrfa; / (-Ati;§)(ti - v)kdx I 

+ S { / (^^ " i^*)(f - /y)A:(^ - v)'^ + / AklW(u - v)kdx\ 

+ Y\ I hk(u-v)kdx. 

<Ce f \V{u - v)\2dx + C f |Vii| \Vv\dx + C\\h\\L2,BR,. 
Jn Jn J 

Since all C's here are independent of ft, when e is small enough we have the 
energy control for u — v as follows: 

(3.14) / \V{u-v)\2dx<c f |Vu||Vt;|da: + c||/i||L2(jBil). 
Jn Jn 

This implies this lemma in view of the following Schwarz inequality 

(3.15) f \Vu\2dx <2 f |V(ii - v)\2dx + 2 f \Vv\2dx. 
Jn Jn Jn 

Thus the proof is completed. 

Remark 5. In the proof of the above lemma, the use of Theorem 1.2 in [3] 
seems very crucial. The independence of C on the domain is understood as 
a special feature of the equations studied in [2] and [7]. 

By Lemma 3.1, which is the so-called s-compactness lemma, through a stan- 
dard argument we know that for un and u as given in Lemma 3.1, there 
exist at most finitely many points a;1, a;2, • • • , xl such that un converges to u 
strongly in W^2(R2\ {a;1, a;2, • • • , a;*} , SK). So what we are really concerned 
with is the local behavior of un around each of these special points. For sim- 
plicity, we will focus our attention on a single blow-up point x E {xk}k-v 

Let 
Bs(x)f)({xk}l

k=i\x) = cl>. 

Now we employ the quantity Qn(t) used by Brezis and Coron in [4] to detect 
bubbles. Namely, 

(3.16) Qn(t)=    sup    f       |V<in|2efa, 
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where D is the unit disk in R2. Then for SQ given in Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 
3.2 we can find An and an such that 

(3.17) / |Vnn 
£o \'dx = Qn(Xn) = ^ 

It is cleax that infn^oo An = 0 and limn-xx) an = re, otherwise x would not 
be a blow-up point by Lemma 3.1. 

Proof of Proposition 1.2.    It is quite easy to take out the first bubble by 
scaling with An and an, namely let un(x) = un(Xnx + an). Then u satisfies 

(3.18) Aun = A(un)(Vun, Vun) + Xlhn(Xnx + an). 

It is easy to see that A^/iri(Aria: + an) —> 0 in L2. Therefore by Lemma 3.1 
we know un -> CJ strongly in Wl(;c(R2,RK+l), where w is a non-constant 
harmonic map from S2 into SK since JD |Vci;|2da; = ^ > 0. Moreover, if we 
let 

(3.19) 

we have 

CUQ = u, \n = \nj an = an and u)\ = ujr 

(3.20)    J   Iv^^-o;^^^^! dx 

= f  \Vun\2dx- f   |Vu;i|2cte + o(l), 

and 

(3.21) un{x) - UJX W)- CJI(OO) UJO(X), 

in Wr~1'2(ii2,i2K+1). Now we are going to detect the second bubble. As we 
said in Note 1, we may assume that limn_+00 JB \Vun\2dx exists. By (3.21) 
we know that 

(3.22) /   |Va;o|2<fo< Km   /   |Vii„|2cte - /   iVurfdx, 
JB6 n-*00 JBs JR2 

and equality holds if and only if 

(3.23) un(x) - r \->r) ci;i(oo) UJO(X) 
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strongly in W^^R2,^^1).   If this happens, we can stop searching for 
bubbles, and Proposition 1.2 holds. Otherwise, we have 

(3.24) 

/   |Vu;o|2Gte< lim   /    V ( un - ux ( ^—^ ] )    dx, 
JBs n-+00JBs\     \ \    K    JJ 

which implies 

(3.25) 

lim sup lim sup / V ( un — ui I —-r-^ ) ) 

2 

dx = r > 0, 

since x is an isolated blow-up point. Now let vn{x) = un(x) — (a;i(^-r^2L) — 
UJI(OO)) and redefine Qn(t) as follows: 

(3.26) Qn(t) = sup /       |VT;n|
2cia;. 

xeBs Jx+tD 

By (3.25) again we can find A^ and an such that 

(3.27) / \Vvn\2dx = Qn(Xn) = min (£, ^) > 0, 

and 

(3.28) lim an = x, lim A^ = 0. 
n—^oo n—>oo 

Next we are going to prove that 

(3.29) ^ + K-ail ^ooasn^oo 

by contradiction. In fact, if ^f < M and l0^0"! < M for some big number 
M, then 

(3.30) / IV^I2^ 
Jan+XnD 

<  I \Vvn\2dx=  I      |V(un-a;1)|
2da; = o(l), 

Jai+ZMX^D JSMD 
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because un -» u strongly in W^(R2
iR

K+l). This is obviously contradicts 
the definition of an and An. Now we do the scaling procedure again for vn 

with an and A^, which yields 

(3.31) 

vn(x) = un(Xnx + an) — 
I An        an — an\ 

u){x), 

for some u>. By (3.29) it is not hard to see that a>i {j?x+ an "n) —u>i (oo) -»■ 0. 

Therefore a; is a harmonic map from S'2 into SK by Lemma 3.1. What we 
need now is to prove that vn -> u strongly in W^c (R

2,RK+l), which will 
imply that w is not a constant map by (3.27).  To do so, we consider two 
different cases. 
Case 1 

(3.32) 

-j < M, ^ -^ -+ oo; or -j -+ oo, J —^ ^ oo. 

In fact this is the case of joint bubbles (see Figure 1), since they are essen- 
tially separated. In other words, given any big number L we have 

(3.33) K + L\nD) f|(ai + L\lnD) = </>, 

for n large enough. Therefore u1(^x+^^-) -> a;i(oo) in W^(i22, i?x+1). 

Then by Lemma 3.1 with (3.27) (apply Lemma 3.1 to un(Xnx+an)) and some 
covering lemma we can conclude that vn —>• u strongly in W^ (i?2, RK+1). 

Before we go to the second case, we need to prove a key lemma derived 
from Lemma 3.2 as follows: 

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that u and £2 are given as in Lemma 3.2, and that 

(3.34) 

for some points P, Q € SK. Then 

(3.35) jf |Vu|2^ < C6 + C ^'z    + C ||/»||L2(BH), 

where Cs are independent on £2. 
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Figure 1. 

Proof.   Since we can explicitly solve the equations: 

(3.36) | 
Aio = 0 

w\dBR = P, w\dBR = Q, 

and compute the energy as in the paper [12]. Namely, 

\P-Q\2 

(3.37) f \Vw\2dx = 27r^—11 

It is easy to get the result from Lemma 3.2 since 

(3.38) j \Vv\2<C8+ f \Vw\2. 
Jn Jn 

Now we proceed to the second case. 
Case 2 

(3.39) --Y -> oo and i-^-—— < M. 

This is the case of bubbles over bubbles (see Figure 2). We need to control 
the energy over the necks connecting bubbles. Using Lemma 3.1 as in the 
first case we notice that, first, un(Xnx + an) converges to u(x) strongly in 

W/o'c (-R2\ffe(an,\~an)) for any small given e; second, u^X^x + a^) converges 
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Figure 2. 

to CJI strongly in Wli2(BK, RK+1) for any given large K. Therefore, for any 
large number L 

\2, 
(3.40) 

/JM0)I
V

(
5
»-

W
)I 

dx 

Now we need to estimate the energy over the circular annulus B2e\n {(^n)\ 
BK\I (a^). It is not hard to see that 

|U"-W(P)U.>(3W^-)<0(1)' 
where P is the limit of j-(an — a^) and 

K-^(oo)|^x K))RK+1)<0(1). 

This follows from the strong W1 ^-convergence away from this circular an- 
nulus. Moreover by (3.27) 

(3.41) / 
B26An(ai)\iW(ai) 

\Vun\2dx < so, 
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when e is small enough and K is large enough. So using Lemma 3.3 and 
the fact that jf -> oo we can conclude that vn —y u strongly in W^. To 
finish the proof of Proposition 1.2 we only need to do the above procedure 
of searching for bubbles over and over until 

(3.42) 

/   |Vwo|2<fo = lim   /   \Vun\2dx - S^ /   |Va;fc|
2<fcc. 

This implies 

(3.43) un-J2 ("* (^ip) " "kM) "> ^o, 

strongly in W^(i22, i?^41). Thus the proof is complete. 

Remark 6. Prom the works of Sacks and Uhlenbeck, Schoen and Uhlenbeck 
[13, 14, 15], it is not difficult to see that Proposition 1.2 holds if the domain is 
any compact surface equipped with a given metric with or without boundary. 
Let us be reminded that Theorem 1.2 in [3] (Theorem 0.2 in [7]) is valid 
not only for the laplacian of R2 but also for a much larger class of elliptic 
operators including the laplacians of any surfaces with a given metric. For 
the case when the domain has a boundary we recall the argument in Chang's 
paper [5], which essentially says that all blow-ups occur in the interior in 
the following sense, 

dist(a3
k,d9) 

(3.44)  —•  -* oo as j -> oo. 
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